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TEST OVERVIEW

TEST PURPOSE

The purpose of the TOEFL® Primary™ tests is to provide reliable information about the English-language skills and abilities of young learners in non-English-speaking countries. Information gained from the tests can be used to make decisions regarding students’ English-language instruction, progression, and course placement.

There are three components to the TOEFL Primary testing program:

**TOEFL Primary Step 1**—A paper-and-pencil test of reading and listening proficiencies designed for young students at the beginning stages of learning English

**TOEFL Primary Step 2**—A paper-and-pencil test of reading and listening proficiencies designed for young students who have acquired some communicative English skills

**TOEFL Primary Speaking**—A computerized test of speaking proficiency suitable for young learners at various levels of English-language proficiency

READING AND LISTENING TESTS OVERVIEW

The TOEFL Primary reading and listening tests measure young learners’ abilities to understand written and spoken English that they are learning in their classrooms and that is relevant to their daily lives. Test tasks require students to read or listen to information, instructions, or stories that reflect their experiences at school, home, and other age-appropriate contexts. Test tasks are designed to assess abilities for fulfilling particular communication goals central to young students’ English-language proficiency development.

The communication goals assessed in Reading are:

- identifying people, objects, and actions
- understanding commonly occurring non-linear written texts (examples: signs, schedules)
- understanding written directions and procedures
- understanding short personal correspondence (examples: letters, emails)
- understanding simple, written stories
- understanding written informational texts about age-appropriate content-area topics
The communication goals assessed in **Listening** are:
- understanding simple descriptions of familiar people and objects
- understanding spoken directions and procedures (example: teacher directions in a classroom)
- understanding conversations
- understanding spoken stories
- understanding short informational texts related to daily life (example: a voicemail message)
- understanding expository monologues about age-appropriate content-area topics

The reading and listening tests are paper-and-pencil tests. Test tasks are presented to students in one test book, which is divided into a Reading section and a Listening section. The tasks are multiple-choice, and students mark their answers on a separate answer sheet.

### READING AND LISTENING TESTS: STEP 1 AND STEP 2

*TOEFL Primary* reading and listening tests assess students’ knowledge, skills, and abilities for fulfilling core communication goals in English. Young learners are acquiring their English abilities at different times and in different ways depending on school curriculum and other factors. The *TOEFL Primary* reading and listening tests are offered at two levels, Step 1 and Step 2, so that you may select an assessment that more closely matches what your students have learned and the level of English-language proficiency your students have acquired.

#### STEP 1

The *TOEFL Primary* Step 1 test assesses knowledge of and ability to understand common words, common expressions, phrases, and simple sentences in English. It includes everyday vocabulary and phrases related to common objects and people. It tests the ability to listen to and understand short messages, instructions, and conversations about everyday events at home and in school. It measures the understanding of short, simple texts such as schedules or phone messages.

The Reading section has 39 questions, including example questions. Students are given 30 minutes to complete this section. The Listening section has 41 questions, including example questions, and is paced by an audio recording of about 30 minutes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Section</th>
<th>Number of Questions</th>
<th>Number of Examples</th>
<th>Total # of Questions</th>
<th>Time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Reading</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>30 minutes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Listening</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>About 30 minutes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The *TOEFL Primary* Step 2 test measures the same skills as the Step Step 1 test and also measures the ability to understand simple stories and conversations on topics beyond test takers’ personal, everyday experiences. It assesses the ability to understand simple explanations of age-appropriate science, history, geography, people, and other content-related subjects. Students also read and listen to texts that contain a few unfamiliar words.

Students are given 30 minutes to complete this section. The Listening section has 41 questions, including example questions, and is paced by an audio recording of about 30 minutes.

The Reading section has 37 questions, including example questions. Students are given 30 minutes to complete this section. The Listening section has 39 questions, including example questions, and is paced by an audio recording of about 30 minutes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Section</th>
<th>Number of Questions</th>
<th>Number of Examples</th>
<th>Total # of Questions</th>
<th>Time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Reading</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>30 minutes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Listening</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>About 30 minutes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
CHOOSING WHICH STEP STUDENTS SHOULD TAKE

The lists and charts that follow are provided to help you make a decision as to which step of the TOEFL Primary reading and listening test will be right for your students.

The Step 1 Reading section measures the ability to:

- recognize simple words
- understand simple sentences
- understand 2–4 simple sentences about a topic
- find information in menus, schedules and on posters
- understand a paragraph of about 75 words on an everyday topic
- locate and connect information within a sentence or in a paragraph

The Step 2 Reading section measures the same skills as Step 1 and also assesses the ability to:

- understand sentences that are more complex and include less familiar vocabulary
- find and interpret information in menus, schedules or posters
- understand a sequence of instructions
- understand a story of about 250 words
- understand a paragraph on an academic subject
- locate and connect information throughout a longer text
- infer and draw conclusions

The Step 1 Listening section measures the ability to:

- recognize simple words
- understand simple directions heard at home and in school
- comprehend commonly used expressions and phrases
- identify details in short social conversations
- understand the purpose of phone messages and classroom announcements of about 50 words

The Step 2 Listening section measures the same skills as Step 1 and also assesses the ability to:

- understand conversations and messages that contain less familiar vocabulary
- understand stories and simple academic texts of about 250 words
- connect information within teacher instructions, messages, stories, dialogues, conversations, simple academic texts
- infer and draw conclusions from spoken texts
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test questions that specifically assess ability to:</th>
<th>Step 1</th>
<th>Step 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>recognize simple words</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>understand simple sentences</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>understand a paragraph of about 75 words on an everyday topic</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>understand 2–4 simple sentences about a topic</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>find information in menus, schedules and posters</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>locate and connect information within a sentence or a paragraph</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>interpret information in menus, schedules or posters</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>understand sentences that are more complex and include less familiar vocabulary</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>understand a paragraph on an academic subject</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>understand a sequence of instructions</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>understand a story of about 250 words</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>connect information throughout a text</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>infer and draw conclusions</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## LISTENING

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test questions that specifically assess ability to:</th>
<th>Step 1</th>
<th>Step 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>recognize simple words</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>comprehend commonly used expressions and phrases</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>identify details in short social conversations</td>
<td>✔️ ✔️</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>understand simple directions heard at home and at school</td>
<td>✔️ ✔️</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>understand the purpose of phone messages and classroom announcements of about 50 words</td>
<td>✔️ ✔️</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>understand conversations and messages that contain less familiar vocabulary</td>
<td></td>
<td>✔️</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>understand stories and simple academic texts of about 250 words</td>
<td></td>
<td>✔️</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>connect information within teacher instructions, messages, stories, dialogues, conversations, simple academic texts</td>
<td></td>
<td>✔️</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>infer and draw conclusions from spoken texts</td>
<td></td>
<td>✔️</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
BEFORE THE TEST

TEST ADMINISTRATION

If you are the person administering the test, you will receive the *TOEFL Primary Reading and Listening Administration Manual* and/or the *TOEFL Primary Speaking Administration Manual* before the test date. These manuals will cover everything you need to know to administer TOEFL Primary tests.

STUDENT INFORMATION NEEDED TO COMPLETE THE ANSWER SHEET

Listed below are questions that students will be asked on the answer sheet. Young students may not know some of this information. If you know the information, provide it to the students. If you do not, instruct the students to ask their parents for the information before the test. There is a form on page 22 of the Parent and Student Handbook for the TOEFL Primary Tests that students can complete to help them prepare this information before the test day.

1. Given (First) Name (in English)
2. Family (Last) Name (in English)
3. Birth Month
4. Birth Day
5. Birth Year
6. Gender
7. Birth Country
8. Language Spoken Most Often
9. Grade Level at Current School
10. Number of Years Studied English
11. Test Taken Before (TOEFL Primary Step 1, Step 2, Both or None)
INSTRUCTIONS FOR PRACTICE ANSWER SHEET AND EXAMPLE QUESTIONS

INSTRUCTIONS FOR PRACTICE ANSWER SHEET AND EXAMPLE QUESTIONS

INFORMATION FOR TEACHERS

Students must follow all instructions to fill in the answer sheet correctly. Review these instructions with students by reading aloud the instructions in gray. Make yourself familiar with these instructions before you meet with students to practice completing the answer sheet. These instructions are also included in the Parent and Student Handbook for the TOEFL Primary Tests.

HOW TO FILL IN ANSWER CIRCLES

Students must fill in answer circles completely so that the letter inside the circle cannot be seen. Students must not make check marks, X’s, or small dots inside the answer circles; and they may not circle the answer circle.

Also, in each row or column, students can only fill in one choice.

INSTRUCTIONS TO READ TO STUDENTS

1. Write the following information on a board that all students can see: Test Center Name
2. Test Date
3. Form Code
4. Country Code(s)
5. Language Code(s)
6. Group Code (if assigned)
7. Code Sets (if assigned)

Give each student a Parent and Student Handbook for the TOEFL Primary Test. Once each student has a handbook, say:

Tear out the last page of this handbook.... Now you have an example TOEFL Primary answer sheet. Place it next to the handbook. You will use the example answer sheet to practice filling in an answer sheet. Follow along in the handbook as I read aloud.

When filling in the answer sheet, you must color in the answer circles completely so that the letter inside the circle cannot be seen. Look at the picture on page 7. It shows that you do not make check marks, X’s, or small dots inside the answer circles; and you may not circle the answer circle.

Give students time to look at the picture. Answer any questions they have.

Now look at the next picture. Who can explain what it is showing?

Select a student volunteer to answer the question. Then say:

That is right! The picture is showing that you can only fill in one answer circle for each number.
INFORMATION FOR TEACHERS

BACKGROUND INFORMATION

Have students take out the background sheet located on page 20 of the Parent and Student Handbook.

Now you will teach students how to complete the front side of the answer sheet.

LEFT TO RIGHT

It is important that you help students understand that they must begin writing the letters of their first name, last name; and the numbers of their student number, date of birth, country code, and language code starting in the first box on the left.

EXTRA BOXES OR NOT ENOUGH BOXES

Let students know that it is ok to have extra boxes after their first name, last name, and student number. If students do not have enough boxes for their entire first name or last name, they should enter as much of the name as will fit.

INSTRUCTIONS TO READ TO STUDENTS

Ok, now let’s begin filling in the example answer sheet.

Put your finger on the first box at the top of the answer sheet. It says “Print your name in your first language.” Write your entire name in this box....

After each instruction, give students time to write and mark. Walk around the room to check that students are writing or marking in the correct boxes. When students are finished, say:

Put your finger on the next box. It says “Test Center Name.” In this box you will write the name of the place that you will take the test. It is on the board. It will also be on the board on test day. Copy the test center name from the board now....

When students are finished, say:

Put your finger on the box under the “Test Center Name” box. It says “Test Date.” In this box you will write the date you take the test. Copy the test date from the board now....

When students are finished, say:

Put your finger on the next box. It says “Form Code.” In this box you will write the form code that is written on the board. Copy the form code from the board now....

When students are finished, say:

Put your finger on the next box. It says “School Use Only.” Do not make any marks in this box today or on the day you take the test.

Now put your finger on the box labeled Number 1. It says “Given Name.” Write your given name in English. This is also called your first name. Write each letter in a different box. After the space, write your family name in English.
INSTRUCTIONS TO READ TO STUDENTS (CONTINUED)

This is also called your last name. Then fill in the circle under each box that matches each letter of your given and family names....

When students are finished, say:

Put your finger on box 2. It says “Student Number.” Write the student number that I give to you and fill in the circles under each box that matches each number....

When students are finished, say:

Put your finger on box 3. It says “Date of Birth.” Fill in the circle of your birth month....Write each number of the day and year you were born, and fill in the circle under each box that matches each number....

When students are finished, say:

Put your finger on box 4. Fill in the top circle if you are a girl or the bottom circle if you are a boy....

When students are finished, say:

Put your finger on box 5. It says “Country Code.” Copy each number of the country code for the country where you were born from the board and fill in the circle under each box that matches each number. If your country is not on the board, please raise your hand....

When students are finished, say:

Put your finger on box 6. It says “Language Code.” Copy the code for the language you speak at home from the board and fill in the circle under each box that matches each number. If your language is not on the board, please raise your hand....

When students are finished, say:

Put your finger on box 7. Fill in the circle that shows your current grade level at school....

When students are finished, say:

Put your finger on box 8. Fill in the circle that shows how many years you have been studying English....

When students are finished, say:

Put your finger on box 9. Fill in the circles that show which tests you have taken before. If you have not taken a test before, do not fill in any circle.

When students are finished, say:

Put your finger on box 10. It says “Group Code.” Copy each number of the Group Code from the board. Then fill in the circles under each box the matches each number....

When students are, say:

Put your finger on box 11. It says “Code Sets.” Copy the each number of the Code Sets from the board. Then fill in the circles under each box that matches each number....
INFORMATION FOR TEACHERS

EXAMPLE QUESTIONS

Some parts of the test begin with example questions. The example includes the answer to the question. Tell students that they will always complete these questions, sometimes with the test administrator and sometimes alone. Tell students to match the number of the question in the test book to the same number on the answer sheet.

DO NOT MARK ANSWERS IN THE TEST BOOK

Make sure students understand that they can write in the test book, but they **must mark their answers on the answer sheet**. Nothing marked in the test book will be scored.

INSTRUCTIONS TO READ TO STUDENTS

Turn to page 7 in the handbook. Some parts of the test have example questions. They are for practice so that you will know how to complete the questions that follow. You will fill in the answers to the example questions on your answer sheet.
INFORMATION FOR TEACHERS

EXAMPLE QUESTIONS

The example TOEFL Primary test questions are located on pages 9–17 of the Parent and Student Handbook.

Now you can show students how to answer the different question types.

READING QUESTION TYPES

The example reading questions are located on pages 8–10 of the Parent and Student Handbook. There are 7 example questions. Full-sized pages of the Reading section example questions are also located on pages 22–24 of your teacher handbook.

There are three types of questions in the Reading section:

- Match picture to words (Step 1)
- Sentence clues (Steps 1 and 2)
- Reading sets (Steps 1 and 2)

MATCH PICTURE TO WORDS

Students will see a picture and three written options. They select the option that matches the picture

---

INSTRUCTIONS TO READ TO STUDENTS

Pages 8–16 of this handbook contain example test questions. Turn to page 8 of your parent and student handbook. Flip to the back of your answer sheet. Now we will practice answering example test questions.

Put your finger on number 1 in the handbook. Now, put another finger on number 1 on the answer sheet. Always check that you are filling your answer in the space on the answer sheet for the number of the question you are answering.

Look at example question 1 in the example test questions. Look at the picture. Read the answer choices and fill in the answer on your answer sheet now....

Walk through the room to see if everyone is working on the Reading section and marking the answer in the correct part on the answer sheet. Then say:

The second answer, “The boy is taking a photo” goes with the picture for question 1. To mark this answer, fill in circle B for question 1 on your answer sheet. Now, answer question 2.
INFORMATION FOR TEACHERS

SENTENCE CLUES

Students read a short description, select one option that matches what is described, and then fill in the answer on the answer sheet.

EXAMPLE QUESTION

This question is located on page 9 of the handbook.

INSTRUCTIONS TO READ TO STUDENTS

Turn to the next page of the example test questions, and put your finger on number 3. Find number 3 in the Reading section on your answer sheet.

For this question type, read the sentences and the answer choices. On your answer sheet, mark the answer choice that matches what is being described. Do it now.
INFORMATION FOR TEACHERS

READING SETS

Students read a passage of one or several paragraphs and answer 2–4 questions about the passage.

EXAMPLE QUESTIONS

These questions are located on page 9 and 10 of the handbook.

To: Grandma Pola
From: Melinda

"Yesterday was my first day of school this year. And I have so much to tell you! This year I am in a music class for the first time. My teacher is going to teach us how to sing. I am really excited, but I think I am going to need a lot of practice. You have a beautiful voice and play the piano really well. Could you help me with some songs? You can play the piano while I sing. My teacher told me that singing with a piano is a good idea.

Thanks,
Melinda"

4. Why is Melinda excited?
- (A) She is learning to play the piano.
- (B) She is going to see her grandma.
- (C) She is starting a new class at school.

5. What does Melinda ask her grandma to do?
- (A) Give her piano lessons
- (B) Help her practice singing
- (C) Come to her music class

A second reading passage and questions are presented that shows the level of English tested on the TOEFL Primary Step 2 Reading section.

INSTRUCTIONS TO READ TO STUDENTS

Turn to the next page of the example test questions, and put your finger on number 4. Find number 4 in the Reading section on your answer sheet. [Pause to give them time to find it.]

For this question type, read the paragraph(s) and choose the best answer to the questions which follow. Do it now.

Walk through the room to see if everyone is marking the correct part of the answer sheet.
The practice Listening section is located on pages 11–16 of the Parent and Student Handbook. There are 11 listening example questions in this handbook. Many of the example questions presented here are the same example questions students will see in the test book.

On the actual TOEFL Primary test, students will listen to the audio CD and mark their answers on the answer sheet. This handbook does not come with a CD, so you should read the script for the example listening questions. The script is printed for the students, so they can work on the example questions on their own, or you can ask students to take turns reading and practicing these question types with each other or for the class.

There are six types of questions in the Listening section:

- Listen and match to a picture (Step 1)
- Listen to directions (Steps 1 and 2)
- Basic conversations (Step 1)
- Details in conversation (Steps 1 and 2)
- Monologues (Steps 1 and 2)
- Listening sets (Step 2)
INFORMATION FOR TEACHERS

LISTEN AND MATCH TO A PICTURE

Students will see three pictures and listen to a sentence. They need to find the picture that matches the sentence that they heard.

EXAMPLE QUESTIONS

These questions are located on page 11 of the Parent and Student Handbook.

INSTRUCTIONS TO READ TO STUDENTS

Turn to page 11 in your handbook.... Now we will answer example listening questions.

Turn to the next page in your handbook, and put your finger on number 1. Now, put another finger on number 1 on the answer sheet. Always check that you are filling your answer in the space on the answer sheet for the number of the question you are answering.

When you take the TOEFL Primary test, you will hear a recording, but for these example questions I will read the questions to you.

Listen to the words. Look at the pictures. Use your pencil to fill the correct circle. Number 1. Listen. “The balloon is in the sky.” [pause]

Look at the pictures. The left picture is correct because this picture shows a balloon in the sky.

Look at your answer sheet. Fill in “A” for question 1 on your answer sheet.

Walk through the room to see if everyone is working on the Listening section and marking the answer in the correct part of the answer sheet. Then say:

Let’s move on.
LISTEN TO DIRECTIONS

Students will see three pictures for each question and hear some directions. They need to find the picture that shows the person(s) who followed the directions they heard.

EXAMPLE QUESTIONS

These questions are located on page 12 of the Parent and Student Handbook.

INSTRUCTIONS TO READ TO STUDENTS

Turn to the next page in your handbook, and put your finger on number 2.

Number 2
Look at the pictures. A teacher says: “In a minute we are going outside. Please put on your coats and hats because it is cold outside.”

Now, answer this question: What did the teacher tell the students to do?

Look at the pictures. Which picture shows what the teacher told the students to do?

[Pause for responses and answer student questions about the directions.]

The answer is “B.” Fill in “B” for question 2 your answer sheet. [Pause for responses and answer all student questions.]

Now, do number 3 by yourself. Listen to a teacher.

“Please sit down. It’s time for class to start.”

What did the teacher tell the students to do?

Look at the pictures. Use your pencil to fill the correct circle on your answer sheet.

Let’s move on.
INFORMATION FOR TEACHERS

BASIC CONVERSATIONS

For each question, students will hear three versions of a 2-turn conversation. In each of the three versions the first turn is the same; the second turn is different. In only one version is the second turn an appropriate response to the first. The student's task is to identify the version that presents the correct response.

The students should mark the correct answer as soon as they hear it, as you read the script.

SAMPLE QUESTION

These questions are located on page 13 of the Parent and Student Handbook. The script is printed for the students, so they can work on the example questions on their own or practice the conversations with each other or the entire class.

INSTRUCTIONS TO READ TO STUDENTS

Turn to the next page in your test book, and put your finger on number 4

Listen to a girl talking to her father. Which conversation sounds correct?

Number 4
A
Girl Look at this old picture, Dad. Who is this?
Man It’s mine.
B
Girl Look at this old picture, Dad. Who is this?
Man It’s your aunt.
C
Girl Look at this old picture, Dad. Who is this?
Man It’s my school.

The answer is B, because when the girl says, “Look at this old picture, Dad. Who is it?” the man needs to say, “It’s your aunt.”

Did you fill in circle “B”? Do you understand the directions? [Pause for responses and answer all student questions.]

Now, do numbers 5 and 6 by yourself.

Number 5
A
Girl How old is she in this picture?
Man She’s eight years old.
B
Girl How old is she in this picture?
Man She’s coming soon.
C
Girl How old is she in this picture?
Man She’s in the car.

Number 6
A
Girl Did she play sports in school?
Man Yes, she will.
B
Girl Did she play sports in school?
Man No, it won’t.
C
Girl Did she play sports in school?
Man Yes, she did.
INFORMATION FOR TEACHERS

DETAILS IN CONVERSATIONS

Students will listen to a conversation. Then, they will answer one question about a detail in the conversation. The question and answer choices are both spoken on the audio and shown in the test book.

EXAMPLE QUESTION

This question is located on page 14 of the Parent and Student Handbook. For this example question, students can read the script, or they can take turns reading and practicing this conversation aloud with each other or for the class.

INSTRUCTIONS TO READ TO STUDENTS

Now we are going to do question number 7.

Listen to a conversation between a teacher and a student and answer a question. Listen for the answer to this question: When is the girl’s party?

Woman Congratulations! Are you doing anything special to celebrate?

Girl Yes, I’m having a party this weekend.

Woman Will you have cake?

Girl Yes.

When is the girl’s party? The choices are:

A  Tonight
B  Next week
C  This weekend

Now, fill in the correct answer on your answer sheet.

[Pause for students to mark their answers.]

The answer is “C.” Do you have any questions?

[Pause for student questions.]

Let’s move on.
INFORMATION FOR TEACHERS

MONOLOGUES

Students will listen to a message (examples include a voicemail from a friend or a teacher announcement). They will then answer a question about the message. The question is both spoken on the audio and shown in the test book.

EXAMPLE QUESTION

This question is located on page 15 of the Parent and Student Handbook. For this example question, students can read the script on their own, or they can practice reading the message aloud to each other.

Listen and answer the question. Fill in the correct circle on your answer sheet.

8. What did Mike call about?
   (A) Homework
   (B) A movie
   (C) A library book

INSTRUCTIONS TO READ TO STUDENTS

Now we are going to do question 8.

Listen and then answer a question. Listen to a phone message. What did Mike call about?

Hi, Laura. It’s Mike. I forgot to ask you at school when the movie starts. Call me back when you come home from the library.

What did Mike call about? The choices are:
   A  Homework
   B  A movie
   C  A library book

Now, fill in the correct answer on your answer sheet.

[Pause for students to mark their answers.]

The answer is “B.” Do you have any questions?

[Pause for student questions.]
INFORMATION FOR TEACHERS

LISTENING SETS

This passage and questions is representative of the level of English tested on the Step 2 Listening section. For this question type, students will listen to a passage and then answer 3–4 questions. The questions are both spoken on the audio and printed in the test book.

EXAMPLE QUESTIONS

These questions are located on page 16 of the Parent and Student Handbook. A good way for students to become familiar with this type of question is for you to read the example passage and questions aloud.

INSTRUCTIONS TO READ TO STUDENTS

Narrator: Listen to the passage and then answer the questions.

Hundreds of years ago, leaders like such as kings and queens lived in large, fancy houses called castles. They needed to keep the castles safe, so they had workers dig moats around the castles. A moat was a deep ditch all around a castle and sometimes was filled with water. The moat kept dangerous people and the king’s or queen’s enemies away from the castle. People had to cross the moat on a bridge or in a boat. Some moats were small, but some were like a small lake. There were even castles with moats inside the castle. These moats separated different parts of the castle.

Most places today, even very large houses or museums, do not have moats. But some places do—like zoos. Sometimes zoos use moats to separate animals from people.

Now I will read you three questions.

Question 9
Why did people build moats hundreds of years ago?
A To make a castle more beautiful
B To make castle walls stronger
C To keep a castle safe

Question 10
How do people make moats?
A By digging around a building
B By building very tall walls
C By joining two large buildings together

Question 11
Why do some zoos have moats?
A To keep people away from animals
B To give animals water to drink
C To make space for more animals
Reading Example Questions

Look at the picture. Read the words. Which words go with the picture? Fill in the correct circles on your answer sheet.

1. [Image of a boy taking a photo]
   
   (A) The boy is drawing a picture.  
   (B) The boy is taking a photo.  
   (C) The boy is talking on the phone.

2. [Image of two boys running]
   
   (A) Ahead  
   (B) Beside  
   (C) Under
3. Students go to class here. Teachers work here. It has many desks. What is it?
   (A) A house
   (B) A school
   (C) A bank

Read the email and answer the questions.

To: Grandma Paula
From: Melinda
Yesterday was my first day of school this year, and I have so much to tell you! This year I am in a music class for the first time. My teacher is going to teach us how to sing. I am really excited, but I think I am going to need a lot of practice. You have a beautiful voice and play the piano really well. Could you help me with some songs? You can play the piano while I sing. My teacher told us that singing with a piano is a good idea.

Thanks,
Melinda

4. Why is Melinda excited?
   (A) She is learning to play the piano.
   (B) She is going to visit her grandma.
   (C) She is starting a new class at school.

5. What does Melinda ask her grandma to do?
   (A) Give her piano lessons
   (B) Help her practice singing
   (C) Come to her music class
The following passage and questions represent the level of English tested on the Step 2 Reading test.

Read the passage and answer the questions.

Adobe is a type of brick made out of water, sand, clay, and dry grass. In hot, dry places, people use adobe instead of wood to build houses. Because people use water to make adobe bricks, the bricks start out wet but then dry in the hot sun. Adobe is useful for building houses because in hot, dry weather, the houses stay the same temperature inside the walls while the outdoor temperature changes a lot during the day. Adobe is also good to use because it is sturdy and lasts a long time. In fact, some of the oldest buildings in the world are adobe.

6. What is the passage about?
   (A) The places where people build adobe houses
   (B) The reasons to use adobe to build a house
   (C) How to build an adobe house

7. Most adobe houses are probably _____.
   (A) in the desert
   (B) in rainy places
   (C) on islands
LISTENING EXAMPLE QUESTIONS

Listen to the words. Look at the pictures. Fill in the correct circles on your answer sheet.

1. The balloon is in the sky.

(A) (B) (C)

Script

Number 1
Man  The balloon is in the sky.
Fill in the correct circles on your answer sheet.

What did the teacher tell the students to do?

2. In a minute we are going outside. Please put on your coats and hats because it is cold outside.

3. Please sit down. It’s time for class to start.
Look at your answer sheet. Listen to a conversation. Which conversation sounds correct?

**Script**

**Questions 4–6**

**Narrator:** Listen to a girl talking to her father.

**Number 4**

**Narrator A**

**Girl**  Look at this old picture, Dad. Who is this?

**Man**  It’s mine.

**Narrator B**

**Girl**  Look at this old picture, Dad. Who is this?

**Man**  It’s your aunt.

**Narrator C**

**Girl**  Look at this old picture, Dad. Who is this?

**Man**  It’s my school.

**Number 5**

**Narrator A**

**Girl**  How old is she in this picture?

**Man**  She’s eight years old.

**Narrator B**

**Girl**  How old is she in this picture?

**Man**  She’s coming soon.

**Narrator C**

**Girl**  How old is she in this picture?

**Man**  She’s in the car.

**Number 6**

**Narrator A**

**Girl**  Did she play sports in school?

**Man**  Yes, she will.

**Narrator B**

**Girl**  Did she play sports in school?

**Man**  No, it won’t.

**Narrator C**

**Girl**  Did she play sports in school?

**Man**  Yes, she did.
Listen to a conversation and answer the question. Fill in the correct circle on your answer sheet.

7. When is the girl’s party?
   (A) Tonight
   (B) Next week
   (C) This weekend

Script

Number 7
Narrator: Listen to a conversation between a teacher and a student and answer a question. Listen for the answer to this question: When is the girl’s party?

Woman Congratulations! Are you doing anything special to celebrate?
Girl Yes, I’m having a party this weekend.
Woman Will you have cake?
Girl Yes

Narrator When is the girl’s party?
   A Tonight
   B Next week
   C This weekend
Number 8

Narrator  Listen and then answer a question. Listen to a phone message.

Boy      Hi, Laura. It’s Mike. I forgot to ask you at school when the movie starts. Call me back when you come home from the library.

Narrator  What did Mike call about?
          A  Homework
          B  A movie
          C  A library book
STEP 2 LISTENING EXAMPLE QUESTIONS

The following passage and questions represent the level of English tested on the Step 2 Listening test. On the test, passages, questions, and answer choices are both spoken on the audio and printed in the test book.

Listen to the passage and answer the questions.

9. Why did people build moats hundreds of years ago?
   (A) To make a castle more beautiful
   (B) To make castle walls stronger
   (C) To keep a castle safe

10. How do people make moats?
    (A) By digging around a building
    (B) By building very tall walls
    (C) By joining two large buildings together

11. Why do some zoos have moats?
    (A) To keep people away from animals
    (B) To give animals water to drink
    (C) To make space for more animals

Passage Script

Hundreds of years ago, leaders like such as kings and queens lived in large, fancy houses called castles. They needed to keep the castles safe, so they had workers dig moats around the castles. A moat was a deep ditch all around a castle and sometimes was filled with water. The moat kept dangerous people and the king’s or queen’s enemies away from the castle. People had to cross the moat on a bridge or in a boat. Some moats were small, but some were like a small lake. There were even castles with moats inside the castle. These moats separated different parts of the castle.

Most places today, even very large houses or museums, do not have moats. But some places do—like zoos. Sometimes zoos use moats to separate animals from people.
ANSWERS TO EXAMPLE ITEMS

Reading
1. B
2. A
3. B
4. C
5. B
6. B
7. A

Listening
1. A
2. B
3. A
4. B
5. A
6. C
7. C
8. B
9. C
10. A
11. A
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The TOEFL® Primary Speaking test measures young learners’ abilities to communicate orally in English in routine social situations related to their daily lives. Test tasks are administered via computer or tablet, and students are provided headsets for listening to prompts and speaking their responses. Test tasks require students to show ability in the following communication goals:

- Giving simple descriptions
- Expressing basic emotions, feelings, and opinions
- Making simple requests
- Asking questions
- Giving directions
- Explaining and sequencing simple events

The recorded responses are scored by trained raters at ETS.

The Speaking test will start by asking students some basic questions about themselves to make sure their headsets work properly. Then, students will be introduced to a storyline and characters who guide them through the test tasks. The first prompt is an unscored question that gives students a chance to become more comfortable with the computer setup and the format of the test. Test prompts include audio, picture, and video elements. Each question has a time limit, and the time limit varies by question type. The longest amount of time allotted for a response is 30 seconds.

Students can practice example questions for the Speaking test online at

http://toeflprimary.caltesting.org/sampletest

### TEST STRUCTURE

The TOEFL Primary Speaking test has between 7 and 10 questions, and it takes about 20 minutes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Section</th>
<th># Questions</th>
<th>Time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Speaking</td>
<td>7–10</td>
<td>20 minutes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### SPEAKING TASK TYPES

The following task types are scored using a 3-point rubric:

- Description: The test-taker will see a picture and be asked to describe things that look strange in the picture. Response time: 20 seconds
- Expression: A character will present some pictures and ask the test-taker to choose one and express some thoughts or opinions about it. Response time: 15 seconds
- Requests: A character will ask the test-taker to make a request of another character in the story. Response time: 5 - 15 seconds
- Questions: A character will present an object and invite the test-taker to ask three questions about it. Response time: 30 seconds
The following task types are scored using a 5-point rubric:

• Directions: Either a video or a sequence of pictures, appearing one by one, will show a character performing an activity. Afterwards, the test-taker will be asked to explain how to do the activity that was shown. Response time: 30 seconds

• Narration: The test-taker will watch a video or view a sequence of pictures. After watching the animation or seeing the pictures, test-takers will be asked to tell a story based on what they saw in the animation or pictures. Response time: 30 seconds

The Speaking test may also include some items used for warm-up or research purposes.